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Dear Mr. President and Members of the Senate: 
Dear Speaker Schwartz and Members of the House of Representatives: 
PosT 0F"F"ICE Box 11450 
COLUMBIA 29211 
The safety of our citizenry and the guarantee of individual rights are among 
the highest concerns of South Carolinians today. The public demand for justice, 
equality under the law and assurance of personal protection warrants that 
particular attention be paid to several critical issues in the public safety area. 
The high incidence of crime, inequity in sentencing, increased court caseloads 
and the resulting overcrowding of both adult and juvenile correctional facilities 
continue to burden our criminal justice system. A new partnership between 
juvenile justice officials and the school system can help us prevent crime among 
our youth. The increasing use of mopeds on our highways and the limited use 
of child restraint devices poses a serious problem of increased injuries and 
fatalities involving our young people. 
I know you are as concerned as I with these issues, and will view my attached 
recommendations with the same degree of determined commitment. Our challenge 
for the future must be to take strong measures which will better fulfill 
government's responsibility as guardians of the public safety. 
Respectfully, 
~w.~ 
Richard W. Riley 
RWR:wr 
Enclosures 
1983 PUBLIC SAFETY LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS 
COURT OF APPEALS 
The continuing caseload in the Supreme Court and backlog of appeals 
calls for action this year. More than 1,000 ca~es were ready for consideration 
by the Court the end of December. Due to the urgency of this situation, 
I support the establishment of a statutory intermediate court of appeals 
with a broad constitutional inclusion to follow. 
The intermediate appellate court should have a chief judge and five 
associate judges who would sit in two panels of three judges each. 
Administrative expenses should be kept at a minimum by the use of existing 
facilities and personnel to the extent feasible. 
SENTENCING 
The imposition of sentence is probably the most critical point in our 
system of administering criminal justice. The obvious significance 
of the sentencing function to the criminal defendant is that he may 
be poised between life and death, freedom or confinement, or short 
or long imprisonment. The State must provide for a sentencing process 
that is fair, rational, and one that holds a defendant accountable 
for his actions. I present a proposal to reform and modernize our 
system for meting out justice. The issues are complex and difficult 
to resolve but the potential is profound. 
First, the Sentencing Commission created by executive order and which 
is chaired by Justice David Harwell has submitted a bill* to establish 
a legislatively enacted Sentencing Guidelines Commission. The mandate 
of this Commission, with representation from all three branches of 
government, will be to prescribe and promulgate sentencing guidelines 
within the statutory bounds set for offenses by the legislature. Sentencing 
guidelines is a method of virtually eliminating unwarranted disparity 
yet allowing for individualization of sentencing decisions. The method 
is based on a premise that the punishment should fit the criminal as 
well as the crime. 
*Proposed legislation enclosed. 
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Second, I urge that the 105th General Assembly consider for enactment this 
session a rational classification system for criminal offenses. Presently South 
Carolina does not have such a rational system, and the result is a "non-system" 
of criminal penalties. There is even no basic logical division of crimes into 
felonies and misdemeanors; and, therefore, there are no identifiable sub-
categories of felonies or misdemeanors based on similarity of authorized 
penalties. The existing Sentencing Commission is still developing the classifi-
cation system and a bill will be submitted later this session. 
ARSON 
Arson Strike Force* 
The incidence of arson in South Carolina continues to cost taxpayers millions 
of dollars annually through payment of insurance. The loss of lives, of course, 
cannot be measured in dollars and cents but the emotional impact on the victim~ 
and families is overwhelming. 
My Arson Task Force has examined the arson problem over the past two years and 
has found that arson investigation in the state is many times undertaken on an 
ad hoc basis. SLED is limited in its capability to assist local agencies 
because of low manpower levels, heavy caseloads, backlog in laboratory support, 
and the geographical distance for responses. 
For these reasons, I am recommending a .4 of 1% surcharge on all fire insurance 
premiums by insurance companies to support a statewide Arson Strike Force at the 
State Fire Marshal's Office. For the consumer, this amounts to 40¢ for every 
$100.00 of fire insurance premiums. I am concerned about any additional cost 
to the consumer even though it is small. But I feel it is essential to curb 
indirect costs (to the consumer) because of higher insurance premiums due to 
claim payments on suspicious fires. Another Southern State (Florida) which 
has an investigation team has experienced an arrest and conviction rate double 
the national average. I hope the long range effect of this action will be to 
lower insurance premiums. 
Arson Immunity* 
In the opinion of m~ny professionals working in the field of arson reduction, 
arson reporting immunity is the keystone to an effective combined effort of 
the public and private sector. To date, all states with the exception of 
Nevada and South Carolina have passed some type of arson immunity legislation 
for insurance companies who assist law enforcement agencies. Legislation is 
needed to provide immunity for insurance agents on the reporting of suspicious 
fires. 
*Proposed legislation enclosed. 
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Tax Liens* 
A special problem which arises when commercial structures are burned is a loss 
of revenues to the city and/or county in which the structure is located. Fre-
quently, in cases of arson, large amounts of back taxes are outstanding. 
I support legislation which would create a lien against the proceeds of an 
insurance policy (exempting one or two unit owner-occupied residences) which 
are derived from damage to structures as a result of fire or explosion. The 
lien would be in favor of the county or municipality to which back taxes might 
be owed and would have to be paid prior to the remainder of the claim being 
honored. 
Fire Related Deaths* 
More than 150 people perish each year in South Carolina as a result of injuries 
sustained during fires. Many times arson and murder are_~ot determined due to 
the lack of an autopsy. I support legislation to require increased use of 
autopsies in suspicious fire deaths unless justification is present to waive 
the autopsy by the solicitor and coroner. 
STATE PRISON OVERCROWDING 
Once again I must turn to the serious problems affecting the State's correc-
tional facilities. Our state prisons continue to operate at 40% over their 
design capacity which results in conditions similar to those which have been 
successfully challenged in the federal courts throughout the United States. 
Prisons in more than 30 states have been under court order or consent decrees to 
reduce overcrowding and to improve prison conditions. In Alabama, Mississippi 
and Louisiana federal judges issued emergency court orders to enjoin state offi-
cials from accepting any new prisoners until the prison population was reduced 
to constitutional levels. In a few states, the federal courts have forced 
authorities to release some prisoners early to relieve overcrowding. In Texas, 
where an order of a U. S. District Judge established a minimum square footage 
requirement for inmates, total costs of present construction exceed $265 
million. 
One immediate action which has been taken to help resolve this problem is the 
Budget and Control Board's approval for the use of the Farmer and Moncrief 
Buildings at the State Park Health Center as a minimum security prison. I 
strongly urge the Joint Bond Review Committee to authorize the Department of 
Corrections to use $429,000 to begin modifications of these buildings. In 
addition to the increases recommended by the Budget and Control Board for the 
Department of Corrections for FY 83-84, I am also supporting an additional 
$2.4 million for this agency to operate the facility this fiscal year. 
*Proposed legislation enclosed. 
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In South Carolina, a suit against the Central Correctional Institution regarding 
overcrowding led to a negotiated agreement to reduce the number of inmates 
housed there. More recently another suit alleges that the totality of condi-
tions in all state facilities violate the constitutionally guaranteed rights of 
inmates housed there. It is clear that federal court intervention regarding 
the conditions of confinement of our state prisons may be near. 
During the past year my office has continued to work with the Boards of the two 
State correctional agencies to seek solutions to this problem. Both Boards have 
assured me that every safe, reasonable effort has been made by the agencies to 
relieve overcrowding. However, the prison population is projected to increase 
by another 2,000 inmates in the next two years. It appears that the solution to 
the crisis facing the correctional facilities lies beyond the authority and 
resources of these two agencies. Certainly with South Carolina's economy as 
weak as it is, there is less money available for new prisons. However, the 
Department of Corrections is subjected to the legislative and judicial policies 
of the State which continue to increpsed the State inmate population at ·a signi-
ficant rate. 
It is imperative that the State's leaders take bold action to resolve the 
overcrowding problem. It is my hope that the legislature, through the 
leadership of the State Reorganization Commission's Prison Overcrowding Task 
Force, will take action this year to establish a State Corrections policy and 
action plan to effectively manage the inmate population and provide for a safe 
and humane prison system. We must look at a variety of approaches to assure the 
protection of society from serious offenders, use alternatives where possible to 
handle short term, less serious offenders, and at the same time meet our consti-
tutional responsibilities. My office stands ready to assist in any way 
possible. 
Additionally, the State must provide the necessary funds for the development 
and imp~ementation of these alternative correctional programs which can satisfy 
justice and not jeopardize the safety of law abiding citizens. Funding for 
these programs is critical. 
Insanity Defense 
Although the insanity defense is raised in few South Carolina criminal cases and 
is successful in even fewer, the defense raises fundamental issues of criminal 
responsibility. Very importantly, the insanity defense is very often asserted 
in cases of considerable notoriety, which influences the public's perception of 
the fairness and efficiency of the criminal justice process. 
I support the bill filed by Representative David Wilkins with minor modifica-
tions to allow an alternative verdict to the jury for "guilty but mentally ill". 
This approach offers the jury an attractive alternative to the stark choice bet-
ween conviction and acquittal. 
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Naturally, this approach does not alter the requirement that the state prove 
every essential element of the offense, including the required state of mind. 
The verdict of "not guilty by reason of insanity" will continue to be allowed 
as an alternative. The due process clause requires that this be done. However, 
a verdict of "guilty but mentally ill" could be returned when a person is 
mentally ill but is not legally insane. 
South Carolina now places the burden of proof on the defendant to prove that 
he is insane by the preponderance of the evidence. This aspect of the law 
would remain the same. A person adjudicated "guilty but mentally ill" should be 
sentenced as provided by law for a defendant found guilty except that the 
Department of Corrections should assign the individual to a facility for treat-
ment until he could be moved safely to the general correctional population. 
OTHER ADULT CORRECTIONAL ISSUES 
' 
Prison Industrles* 
Presently State law prohibits the sale of prison made goods on the open market 
and limits the sale of these goods to governmental or eleemosynary organiza-
tions. These laws result in a State prison industries program which does not 
operate at its capacity, and many inmates are not productively employed. The 
Department of Corrections industries program should be permitted to compete 
on the open market. 
Legislation should be passed which would permit the Department of Corrections 
to sell, or offer for sale on the open market, products produced by their 
agency, provided that thQse articles are sold and distributed through whole-
salers and jobbers within the State. 
Earned Educational Credits* 
The Earned Work Credits Program of the Department of Corrections was authorized 
as part of the Litter Control Act of 1978. In addition to providing for the 
use of inmates for litter control, the Act authorized reduction in time to be 
served for productive work. The program has had a significant impact on the 
inmate population level and operational costs through reduction in time served 
by inmates. The Legislative Audit Council reports that the savings to the 
state from the program was over $4 million in FY 81. 
Although this program has proven to. be successful in holding down the costs of 
the State's correctional system and has provided incentives for inmates to 
participate in work programs, inmates enrolled in vocational training or educa-
tional programs are not eligible to earn credits. Many inmates need to be 
enrolled in school or in vocational training; however, there is little or no 
incentive for their participation in these programs. 
*Proposed legislation enclosed. 
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I support legislation to enable inmates enrolled and participating in academic 
or vocational training to earn credits as provided for under the Earned Work 
Credits provision of the Litter Control Act. 
JUVENILE ISSUES 
Overcrowding of Juvenile Institutions 
The Department of Youth Services is faced with a serious problem of overcrowded 
institutions as well as insufficient coverage and treatment personnel for the 
number of juveniles within the institutions. The institutions' population 
capacity is 530 and last year they averaged a daily population of 734 children 
(operating on the average of 137% over capacity). 
Overcrowding, combined with ~ shortage of staff and lack of appropriate com-
munity alternatives impacts the overall well being of all the children within 
the institutions. Consequently, some of the children are not receiving adequate 
outdoor recreation, culture enrichment activities, and other treatment programs. 
Further, data indicates only 10 to 20 percent of the juveniles in DYS institu-
tions are considered to have a delinquent personality with a criminal lifestyle. 
Therefore, emphasis needs to be placed on providing appropriate community treat-
ment programs for a significant percentage and providing adequate coverage and 
treatment personnel for those youths requiring institutionalization. 
Prevention and Education* 
South Carolina is faced with several problems of dealing with the child out of 
school through truancy, expulsion, dropout and suspension (South Carolina ranks 
6th nationally in suspension rates). 
Legislation requiring early screening for truancy, with early school and 
community intervention and less juvenile court involvement, is recommended. 
However, flexibility of local schools to use existing groups in accomplishing 
the effort is encouraged. 
Jail Removal 
Children in South Carolina are still being held in adult jails and lockups. 
In response to legislation passed in 1981, a joint plan developed between the 
Department of Youth Services and the Governor's Office is being submitted to 
the legislature to implement programs necessary to remove all juveniles from 
adult jails by 1986. Continued funding of existing non-secure alternatives 
at the Department of Youth Services is critical this year. Legislative review 
and approval of the phased in implementation of the plan is recommended. 
*Proposed legislation enclosed. 
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Guardian Ad Litem 
There is a lack of legislative guidance concerning who may be appointed 
Guardians Ad Litem in Family Court. Legislation should be presented again this 
year with criteria established as to who can and cannot represent a child as 
his/her advocate in court proceedings. 
ALCOHOL PREVENTION AND EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The impact of alcohol use and abuse on our society as a whole, in South Carolina 
and in the nation, is overwhelming. Alcohol is involved in more than two-thirds 
of the nation's homicides, 50% of rapes, 50% of driving fatalities, up to 70% of 
assaults and half of the child molestation cases. Eighty percent of the 
nation's suicides involved alcohol. Most alcohol use among youth begins before 
high school. In South Carolina, in 1981, 36.5% of all arrests were for DUI, 
liquor law violations and drunkenness. 
It is interesting to look at the attitudes of youth towards heavy vs. periodic 
use of alcohol. While 2/3 perceive great risk in four or five drinks daily, 
only 36% perceive great risk in 5 or more drinks once or twice each weekend. 
There has been a steady increase in the percentage of youth who perceive heavy 
cigarette use as involving great risk. 
This has been due largely to the wide scale media visibility and comprehensive 
educational initiatives concerning the potentially harmful effects of cigarette 
smoking. These facts and many others suggest that it is time to mount a bold 
media and prevention education program to turn the tide for our young people in 
the future about the use and misuse of alcohol. 
Therefore, I am recommending an increase on the license fees for beer, wine and 
liquor wholesale and retail distributors for the general revenue fund and to 
generate additional funding of $3.7 million, $1,000,000 of which should be 
targeted for a comprehensive alcohol education and prevention program. The 
other $2.7 million would support shortfalls in state funding. 
This broad based effort will leave no portion of South Carolina untouched by its 
message. This effort by the Governor's Office will be coordinated with other 
federal, state and local agencies and non profit organizations in this war 
against alcohol. I support the accomplishment of this objective by the passage 
of legislation to be introduced in the next few weeks. 
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HIGHWAY SAFETY ISSUES 
MOPEDS* 
Gasoline shortages and the subsequent increases in fuel costs have created a 
great deal of interest in mopeds as an economical means of transportation. In 
1974, there were less than 25,000 mopeds in'use in the United States. There 
are now more than one million mopeds in use and this number is expected to 
grow to 2~2 million by 1984. While mopeds offer an attractive and economical 
means of transportation, they provide their riders with little protection from 
serious injury should the moped be involved in an accident. By 1984, an esti-
mated 1,200 fatalities annually will result from moped accidents. 
In South Carolina, moped accidents and fatality statistics, as reported in the 
1981 South Carolina Traffic Accidents Report, published by the South Carolina 
Department of Highways and Public Transportation, indicated a continuing 
problem in moped accidents and fatalities. Reported moped accidents in 1981 
totalled 303 with moped fatalities totalling 8. During 1982, 10 moped opera-
tors were killed in South Carolina. 
The key to preventing moped accidents and the resulting deaths and injuries is 
the development of comprehensive moped safety programs which effectively regu-
late the use of these vehicles on the streets and highways of South Carolina. 
Of immediate concern to my administration, and in an effort to address the 
serious problem of increasing moped accidents and fatalities, I am proposing, 
as a first step that the General Assembly should consider raising the minimum 
age of operating a moped from 12, its present age, to 15. This recommendation 
is designed to insure that moped operators have demonstrated that they possess 
the necessary maturity, to operate safely in traffic. This recommendation is 
especially germane in view of the fact that the highest number of children 
injured and killed in moped-related accidents during 1981 were in the 10-15 
year old category. 
CHILD RESTRAINTS* 
According to the National Safety Council, car crashes are the single leading 
cause of death for children above the early infancy stage. After the first 
six months of life, no single disease or other type of accident kills more 
children be~ween the ages of 0-4 than motor vehicle accidents. 
In 1978, 1979, and 1980 there were 11 (eleven) children killed in South 
Carolina in car crashes and more than 500 others injured each year. In 1981, 
however, the number killed was increased to fourteen (14) in this same age 
category with 568 others injured. 
*Proposed legislation enclosed. 
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Crash tested child safety seats, currently on the market, can reduce the chan-
ces of death by 75-90% and the probability of injury by 50-60%. In 1980 
alone, it is estimated that child safety seats could have prevented as many as 
326 injuries and up to 10 deaths in South Carolina. 
An observational survey done in 1979 indicates that the usage rate in South 
Carolina for child safety seats is still below the national average at 11%. 
The survey also indicated that parents don't use restraints because of the 
following reasons: 
1. They are unaware of the availability of restraints 
2. They are unaware of the proper usage of restraints 
3. They are unaware of the dangers associated with non-use of a child 
protection device. 
In order to make the public more aware of the importance of the use of a child 
restraint device, and to ensure usage, I recommend passage of the bill being 
considered by the General Assembly to require that all drivers of registered 
vehicles in the State or primarily operated on the highways and streets of 
this state be required to provide an appropriate child passenger restraint 
system when transporting a child under four years of age. 
se 
01/26/83 
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House: Hughston, l:Li. ackwell, 
Attorney: Draffin 
Stenographer: Boozer 
Date: 1-12-82 
·No.: 077SA 
%( ,Z ,l, .50 A BILL 
TO Al-1END TITLE 24, CODE OF Lll.WS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, 
BY ADDING CHAPTER 27 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMMISSION AND PROVIDE FOR ITS 
POWERS AND DUTIES INCLUDING THE AUTHORITY TO PROMULGATE 
SENTENCING GUIDELINES FOR THE CIRCUIT COURTS OF THIS STATE. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 
South Carolina: 
-·. 
SECTION 1. Title 24 of the 1976 Code is amended by adding: 
"CHAPTER 27 
SOUTH CAROLINA SENTENCING GUIDELINES CO~~ISSION 
Section 24-27-10. The General Assembly declares that the 
development of a rational and sound se~tencing structure 
is in the best interest of South Carolina and has 
determined to create an independent commission to 
prescribe and promulgate sentencing guidelines. 
Section 24-27-20. There is established the South Carolina 
Sentencing Guidelines Commission composed of eighteen 
members as follows: 
(1) A justice of the Supreme Court, appointed by the 
Supreme Court. 
(2) A circuit court judge, appointed by the Supreme 
Court. 
(3) A member of the Senate Judiciary Co~mittee 
designated by the chairman of the coromittee. 
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(4) A member of the House Judiciary Committee 
designated by the chairman of the committee. 
(5) A member of the Senate Corrections and ~enology 
Co~mittee designated by the chairman of .the committee. 
{6) A member of the House Medical, Military, Public 
and Municipal Affairs Committee designated by the chairman 
of the committee. 
{7) An attorney appointed by the Governor from a list 
of candidates submitted by the Chairman of the South 
Carolina Circuit Solicitors Association. 
{8) An attorney appointed by the Governor from a list 
of candidates submitted by the President of the South 
Carolina Bar. 
(9) The Chairman of the Commission on Appellate 
Defense, or his designee who is a ~ember of the Cor-mission 
or the director of the commission. 
(10) A representative of the Law School of the 
University of South Carolina or a representative of a 
South Carolina College of Criminal Justice, appointed by 
the Governor. 
f (11) A representative of the Governor's office, 
appointed by the Governor. 
(12) Two citizen representatives, neither of whom is 
an attorney licensed to practice law in this State, who 
participate in or have an interest in the criminal justice 
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system, appointed by the Governor. 
(13) One citizen representative of a prisoner aid 
organization, appointed by the Governor. 
(14) The South Carolina Attorney General or his · 
designee. 
{15) The Chief of the State Law Enforcement Division 
or his designee. 
(16) The Chairman of the State Board of Corrections, 
or his designee who is a member of the bo~rd or the 
Co~missioner of the Department of Corrections. 
(17) The Chairman of the Board of the Department of 
Parole and Community Corrections, or his designee who is a 
member of the board or the Commissioner or Executive 
Director of the Department of Parole and Corrmunity 
Correctio::s. 
The members of the corrmission appointed pursuant 
to items {1), {2), {3), (4), (5), (6), (8), (10), (11), 
(12), and (13) shall serve for terms of four years each 
and until their successors are appointed and qualify. The 
other members of the corrmission, and also those members 
appointed pursuant to items (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and 
(6) shall serve as long as they hold the official position 
entitling them to membership on the commission. ~·1embers 
are eligible for reappointment, and any vacancy must be 
filled in the manner of original appointment for the 
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remainder of the unexpired term. 
The members of the commission shall elect one 
-... 
member to serve as chairman for a term of one ye-ar~·.. The 
members 9f the commission may also elect any additional 
officers they deem necessary for the efficient discharge 
of their duties. Members are eligible for reelection as 
officers of the commission. 
Section 24-27-30. The South Carolina Sentencing 
Guidelines Corrmission has the following duties and 
responsibilities: 
(1) The commission shall prescribe, on or before 
December 31, 1983, sentencing guidelines for the general 
sessions courts for all offenses for which a term of 
imprisonment of greater than one year is allowed. 
(2) The guidelines prescribed by the corrmission shall 
establish: 
(a) the circumstances under which imprisonmen~ of 
an offender is proper; 
(b) a pres~.,;.mpti?e :::-ange of fixed sentences for 
offenders for whom imprisonment is proper, based on each 
appropriate combination of reasonable offense and offender 
characteristics. The commission shall assure that the 
presumptive range takes into consideration the possibility 
of sentencing ou~side of the pres~~ptive range and that 
such sentences must be accompanied by written reasons or 
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reasons stated in the court record, and are subject to 
appellate review; 
(c) a determination whether multiple ·sente~9es to 
terms of imprisonment should be ordered to run 
concurrently or consecutively. 
(3) In establishing the sentencing guidelines, the 
commission shall take into consideration current sentence 
and release practices and correctional resources, 
includ~ng, but not limited to, the capacities of local and 
state correctional facilities. 
(4) The commission may also establish appropriate 
sentencing guidelines for the general sessions courts for 
all offenses for which a term of imprisonment of one year 
or less is allowed. 
(5) The co~~ission may also establish appropriate 
guidelines for offenders for whom traditional imprisonment 
is not deemed proper. Any guidelines promulgated by the 
commission for o:fenders for whom traditional imprisor~ent 
is not deemed proper must make specific reference to 
noninstitutional sanctions. 
\6) The commission, in addition to establishing 
sentencing guidelines, shall serve as a clearing house and 
information center fer the collection, preparation, 
analysis, and dissemination of information on state and 
local sentencing practices, and shall conduct ongoing 
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research regarding senteqcing guidelines, use of 
imprisonment and alternatives to imprisonment, plea 
bargaining, and other matters relating to the impr~vement 
of the criminal justice system. The commission shall 
make, from time to time, recommendations to- the General 
Assembly regarding changes in the criminal code, criminal 
procedures, and other aspects of sent-encing. 
(7) The commission may employ a staff director and 
other professional and 9lerical personnel upon the 
appropriation of sufficient funds by the General 
Assembly. The duties of the staff director and the other 
personnel of the commission must be set by the commission. 
Section 24-27-40. The commission shall receive such 
funding as may be provided by the General Assembly and 
the ccwmission is authorized to expend federal funds and 
grants and gifts it may receive from other sources for the 
purpose of carrying out its duties and responsibilities. 
Section 24-27-50. The cornmission, by vote of a majority 
of the me~~ership, has the power to establish general 
policies and promulgate regulations, subject to the State 
Administrative Procedures Act, as are necessary to carry 
out the purposes of this chapter. 
The guidelines prescribed and promulgated pursuant to 
Section 24-27-30 are also subject to the State 
Administrative Procedures Act. 
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Section 24-27-60. The commission· shall recommend to the 
General Assembly a classification system based on maximum 
term of· imprisonment ·for all South Carolina criming..~ 
offenses. Thereafter, the co~mission shall make, -from 
time to time, recommendations to the General Assembly 
regarding changes in the classification system." 
SECTION 2. The classification system which the commission 
is required to recommend to the General Assembly must be 
recommended within one year after the effective date of 
this act. 
SECTION 3 This act shall take effect upon approval by the 
Governor. 
, 
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A B!LL 
TO ~ffiND CHAPTER 9, TITLE 23, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH 
CROLIIIA, 1976, BY DESIGNl\TING EXISTING PROVISIONS OF THE 
CHAPTER ;.s "ARTICLE 1" AND BY ADDING. A NEW Jl.RTICLE 2 SO AS 
TO CREATE THE STATE ARSON CONTROL PROGRA}1 UNDER THE OFFICE 
OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL, TO PROVIDE THE DUTIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PROGR.-n.r-1, TO PROVIDE A TAX ON THE 
PREHIUH RECEIPTS OF THE FIRE INSUR&l\JCE COHPANIES DOING 
BUSINESS IN THIS STATE TO DEFRAY THE EXPENSES OF THE 
PROGRAH AND TO GRANT THE INVESTIGATORS OF THE PROGRAM 
CERTAIN POvffiRS IN THE PERF0~1ANCE OF THEIR DUTIES. 
·Be it enacted by_the General Assembly of the State of 
South Carolina: 
SECTION- 1. Chapter 9, Title 23 of the 1976 Code is 
ame~ded by grouping Sections 23-9-10 through 23-9-180 
under "Article 1". 
SECTION 2. Chapter 9, Title 23 of the 1976 Code is 
amended by adding: 
"Article 2 
·, 
Section 23-9-200. There is hereby created the State Arson 
Control Program u~der ·the office of the State Fire Marshal 
which s~all provide administrative and iogistical support 
to .the program. 
The State Law Enforcemen~ Division shall contract with' 
the office of the ·state Fire Marshal to provide all 
necessary labaratory services and analyses for the program. 
·section 23-9-210. The State.Arson Control Program shall 
. . . •' 
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have th~ following duties and responsibilities: 
(1) The investigation of all suspicious fires within 
unincorporated areas of the State; 
-(2) The investigatio.n of all fires involving 
state-owned property; 
(3) The investigation of all fires where there is a 
fatality and where assistance pertaining to the fire is 
requested by a local agency; 
(4) The investigation of fires ~ithin incorporated 
areas where ther~ is a request from a municip~l or county 
official; 
(5) Investigations directed by.the Governor. 
Section 23-9-220. ~he ·expenses of the State Arson Control 
.Program shal~ be defrayed by the fire insurance companies 
. 
doing business in this State, and a tax of four-tenths of 
one percent on the gross premium receipts, less premiums 
·returned on cancelled policy contracts and less dividends 
and returns of unabsorbed premium deposits of all fire 
insurance companies, is hereby levied for this purpose. 
The Chief Insurance Commissioner shall collect this tax no 
later than ?>!arch first of each year on premiums in effect 
as of. December thirty-first of the preceding year . 
. ~owever, the State Budget and Control Board is authorized 
.. 
to approve the expend~ture of up to ten percent of the 
: 
generated fund in April, 1984, for the purpose of hiring a 
• 
I 
.. 
.. 
. .. 
3 
director and initial support staff.~ The remaining staff 
and the implementation of the program shall begin on July 
·1, 1984. These funds shall then be forwarded to the State 
Treasurer who shall hold these funds in a separate account 
until the General Assembly approves the budget of the 
State Arson Control Program-for the.ensuing fiscal year. 
Approved expenditures of the program for that fiscal year 
as contained in the annual general appropriations act 
shall be disbursed to the program from those funds held by 
. . 
the State Treasurer and all remaining unused funds shall 
·be refunded to the individual insurance companies paying 
such tax on ·a prorata basis. The actual impact of the 
·program on projected costs savings from reduced claim 
payments _·by fire insurance companies shall be considered 
by the Chief Insurance Commissioner in any rate filings 
. 
presented by fire insurance companies. In addition, the 
State Budget_and Contr~l Board, based on the advice of the 
State Fire Marshal, shall have the authority to adjust 
downward the tax of four-tenths of one percent of gross 
premiumn income imposed by this section when in its 
opinion su~h a downward adjustment is justified while at 
the same time leaving sufficient revenue to support the 
arson control_program. If such an adjustment is mad~, it 
• 
shall be passed on to the consumer by the fire insurance 
,I . 
companies in the manner that the Chief Insurance 
l 
; 
4 
Commissioner shall direct. 
Section 23-9-230. Investigators of the State Arson 
Control Program shall have the powers of other law 
enforcement officers of this State including agents of the 
State Law Enforcement Division when performing thefr 
duties including the power of arrest. In addition, all 
powers vested in the State Fir~ Marshal's office shall 
also be vested in the State Arson Control Program." 
SECTION 3. This act shall take effect July 1, 1983 . 
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TO A!I\END TITLE 23, CODE OF LAviS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, 
RELATING TO LAW ENFORCEfv1ENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY, BY ADDING 
CHAPTER 41, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN AUTHORIZED 
AGENCIES TO REQUEST AND RECEIVE FROH INSURANCE COHPANIES 
INFORHATION RELATING TO FIRE LOSSES; TO PROVIDE FOR 
INSURANCE COHPAL\JIES TO NOTIFY AUTHORIZED AGENCIES OF 
SUSPICIOUS FIRE LOSSES; TO PROVIDE FOR IMMUNITY TO THOSE 
INSURANCE COMPANIES THAT PROVIDE INFORMATION UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXCHANGE OF 
INFORMATION BETWEEN THE INSURANCE COl>1PANIES AND THE 
AUTHORIZED AGENCIES AND THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
BETWEEN AUTHORIZED AGENCIES; TO PROVIDE FOR 
CONFIDENTIALITY OF RELEASED INFO~ffiTION; TO PROVIDE FOR 
TESTIMONY IN MATTERS UNDER LITIGATION AND TO PROVIDE FOR 
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 
South Carolina: 
SECTION 1. Title 23 of the 1976 Code is amended by adding: 
"CHAPTER 41 
Arson Reporting-Immunity Act 
Section 23-11-10. This chapter may be cited as the South 
Carolina Arson Reporting-Irnmunity Ac.t. 
Section 23-41-20. Frlr the purpose of this chapter: 
(a) ·'Authorized at:JOncies' means: 
(1) The State Fire Marshal when authorized or 
charged with the investigation of fires at the place where 
the fire actually took place; 
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(2) The Chief of the State Law Enforcement 
Division; 
(3) The South Carolina Attorney General; 
(4) The solicitor responsible for-prosecution 1n 
the county where the fire occurred; 
(5) The chief of any police department; 
(6) The sheriff of any county; 
(b) 'Relevant' means having any tendency to make the 
existence of any fact that is of consequence to the 
investigation or determination of the issue more probable 
or less probable than it would be without the evidence. 
(c) r-1atc·rial will b(} 'clc~erneJ important' if such 
material is requested by an authorized agency. 
(d) '.i\ction' shall inclnde affirmative acts and the 
failure to take action. 
(e) 'Immune' means that neither a civil action nor a 
criminal prosecution may arise from any action taken 
pursuant to this chapter unless actual malice on the part 
of the insurance company or authorized agency against the 
insured or gross negligence or reckless disregard for his 
rights is present. 
Section 23-41-30. (a) Any authorized agency may require, 
in writing, the insurance company at interest to release 
to the requesting agency any or all relevant information 
or evidence deemed important to the authorized 
3 
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agency which the company may have i'n its possess ion, 
relating to the fire loss in question. Relevant 
information includes: 
(l) Pertinent insurance policy information 
relevant to a fire loss under investigation and any 
application for such a policy; 
(2) Policy premium payment records which are 
available; 
(3) History of previous claims made by the 
insured; 
. 
. 
(4) Material relating to the investigation of the 
loss, including statements of any person, proof of loss, 
.and any other evidence relevant to the investigation. 
(b) When an insurance company has reason to believe 
that a fire loss in which it has an interest may be of 
other than accidental cause, the company shall notify, in 
writing, an authorized agency and provide it with any or 
all material developed from the company's inquiry into the 
fire loss; however, that whon such infor~ation includes 
possible evidence of arson oL· other unlawful burn.i.ag 
involving specifically named persons, thu inforrnation 111 
all cases must be furnished to the solicitor 1n the 
circuit where the f i ro occur n~d and hr: :;h a 11 fu rn i ::h t:he 
information to other proper authorized agencies if he 
deems such action to be appropriate. When 
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an insurance company provides any 0ne of the authorized 
agencies with notice of a fire loss, it is sufficient 
notice for the purpose of this chapter. 
(c) The authorized agency provided with information 
pursuant to this chapter may release or provide sue~ 
information to any of the other authorized agencies. 
(d) Any insurance company providing information to an 
authorized agency pursuant to this chapter has the right 
to be informed, upon written request, as to the status of 
the case by such agency within a reasonable time, as 
determined by the authorized agency. 
(e) Any insurance company or authorized agency which 
releases information, whether oral or written, and any 
person acting in their behalf, pursuant to this chapter is 
1~nune from any liability arising out of such release. 
Section 23-41-40. (a) Any authorized agency or insurance 
company which receives any information furnished pursuant 
to this chapter, must hold the informatior1 in confidence 
until such time as its release is required p~rs~~~t to a 
criminal or civil action or proceeding. 
(b) Any authorized agency, its agents ur L'mploye(~s. 
may be required to testify in any litigation in ~.vhich the 
insurance company at interest is named :1;; a party until 
such litigation is completed. 
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Section 23-41-50. (a) No person shall intentionally or 
knowingly refuse to release any information requested 
pursuant to this chapter. 
(b) No person shall fail to hold in confidence 
information required to be held in confidence by this 
chapter. 
Section 23-41-60. Any person violating any of the 
provisions of this chapter is guilty of a misdemeanor and, 
upon conviction, must be fined not more than three 
thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than two years, or 
both." 
SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon approval by 
the Governor. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~ 
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A BILL 
TO AJ.lEllD CHAPTER 9 OF TITLE 38, CODE· OF LA'tlS OF SOUTH 
CAROLHJA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF INSURANCE 
BUSINESS GENERALLY, BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 SO AS TO CREATE A 
LIEN l.._GAINST THE PROCEEDS OF ANY INSURANCE POLICY WHICH 
ARE DERIVED FROf·1 THE TOT.Z'..L D.Z\..rl.A.GE OR LOSS TO CERTAIN 
BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES AS A RESULT OF A FIRE OR EXPLOSION 
~'/HERE THE TOTAL DAllAGE OR LOSS EXCEEDS TV.lENTY-FIVE 
THOUS.fi.ND DOLLARS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE LIEN IS IN FAVOR OF 
N::N COUHTY OR HUNICIPALITY OF THIS STATE ~'JHICH LEVIES 
TAXES OR ASSESS~lENTS AND SHALL BE IN THE Al'10UNT EQUAL TO 
THE UNPAID T.l'..XES OR ASSESS~lENTS, A....N'D TO PROVIDE THE 
PROCEDURES FOR ENFORCING, COLLECTING, AND ADMINISTERING 
SUCH LIENS. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 
South Carolina: 
SECTION 1. Chapter 9 of Title 38 of the 1976 Code is 
amended by adding: 
"ARTICLE 5 
Liens in Insurance Proceeds 
Section 38-9-700. There is created a lien in favor of any 
county or municipality of this State, which levies taxes, 
in the proceeds of any insurance policy which are derived 
from a claim made for the total damage or loss to a 
building or other structure caused by or arising out of 
any fire or explosion where the total damage or loss 
exceeds twenty-five thousand dollars. The lien shall 
2 
arise out of and be in an amount equal to any due and 
unpaid tax, special ad valorem levy, special assessment, 
or other such charge imposed upon the real property by or 
on behalf of the county or municipality which tax or le.vy 
is an encumbrance on the real rroperty, whether or not 
evidenced by written instrument, and such tax, levy, 
assessment or other charge has remained undischarged for 
at least one year prior to the filing of a proof of loss. 
Section 38-9-710. No insurance company authorized to do 
business in this State shall pay any claim for a total 
fire or explosion loss to a building or other struc~ure 
where the total damage or loss exceeds twenty-five 
thousand dollars without having first obtained from the 
insured certificates stating either: 
(a) that no lien exists, as defined in Section 
38-9-700, in favor of any county or municipality which 
levies taxes within the area where the building or 
structure is located; or 
(b) the amount of any such lien attached to the 
insured building or structure giving rise to the claim. 
All certificates must be in the form prescribed by the 
Chief Insurance Corrunissioner and shall be issued to the 
insured by each county or municipality which levies taxes 
within the area where the building or structure is located. 
Section 38-9-720. If any such lien exists, the proceeds 
3 
of the policy may not be released ~y the insurer to the 
insured until the insured has authorized the insurer in 
writing to pay all such liens from the proceeds whereupon 
such liens shall be forthwith paid. 
Section 38-9-730. All policies insuring against fire or 
explosion hazards to buildings or structures which are 
issued in this State after the effective date of this 
article shall include a provision setting forth a summary 
of this article, such summary provision to be prescribed 
by the Chief Insurance Corru11issioner prior to its inclusion 
in the policies. 
Section 38-9-740. The provisions of this article shall 
apply to fire and explosion claims arising on all 
buildings or structures, except owner-occupied one or two 
family d'.·:ellings, including CO:l1lT'.ercial, other residential, 
and industrial buildings or structures, regardless of 
occupancy status at the time of the ~ire or explosion loss. 
section 38-9-750. This article sll.:lll ::ut :nalze a11y county 
or municipality a oar.: tv l ~ 
the insurer liable to any party fol: etnj" clnount in e:--::ce:~::-~ 
of the proceeds otherwise payable unJe~ its 1~sur~nce 
policy. If the insured in the certificates required by 
the provisions of Section 38-9-710 fals•_:ly oL· erroneou::;ly 
states that no such liens in favor of a county or 
municipality exist when in fact one does and the insurer 
4 
on this basis releases the full proceeds to the insured, 
the insurer shall not in this event be further responsible 
for the payment of any such lien to the county or 
n~unic ipal i ty. 
Section 38-9-760 .. Any lien arising under this article is 
superior to all liens and interests of any other party, 
including any insured owner, mortgagee, or assignee. 
Section 38-9-770. Insurers complying with this article, 
or attempting in good faith to comply with this article, 
are iiTmune from any civil and criminal liability arising 
therefor:m and such actions are not deemed to be unfair 
claims practic,es, including withholding payment of any 
insurance proceeds pursuant to this article, or releasing 
or disclosing any information pursuant to this article. 
Section 33-9-780. The Chief Insurance Cor~issioner: is 
authorized to promulgate regulations necessary to 
implement the provisions of this article." 
SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon approval by 
the Governor. 
.. :J.-' te €'1JJUI&JMUJLUL .WW .... ~·•*"· .. -.. ~· 
House: Gulledge. ~ , .. ~ .", • ., ".·, 
Attorney: Draffln ! o· .... · ._- , ~ ·~ ;~·:: _ 
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Date: 1-12-83 • ••• •• .•. 
No. : 0807A :~:.~I,LL: -.~ • •• 
TO AMEND Cl!l\PTER 7 OF T f TLE.!l 7, .COflE OF· ·r.l\~h} OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ~UTO~s~g~·~q jijQUESTS BY 
ADDING SECTION 17-7-17, SO A~ TO•PROVIDe TrmT AUTOPSIES 
MUST BE PERF0~1ED IN ALL CASES WHEN, THE APPARENT CAUSE OF 
DEATH IS A RESULT OF FIRE UNLESS SUCH AUTOPSY UNDER 
CERTAIN CONDITIONS IS WAIVED BY THE SOLICITOR AND CORONER. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly Qf the State of 
South Carolina: 
SECTION 1. Chapter 7 of Title 17 of the 1976 Code is 
amended by adding: 
"Section 17-7-17. In any case of death where the apparent 
cause of death is a result of fire, the coroner and 
solicitor of the county in which death occurs must be 
notified and officials shall arrange for an autopsy on the 
body to be performed to ascertain the cause of death; 
provided, that if the solicitor and coroner in conjunction 
determine after investigation that the circumstances of 
the death were such that there is no reason to believe 
that.the fire involved originated by other than 
accidental or natural causes and that there is no reason 
to believe that foul play was involved, the solicitor and 
coroner may then in their discretion waive the conduct of 
the autopsy. The waiver of the autopsy shall not prevent 
or interfere with an autopsy on the body concerned 
pursuant to other provisions of law or legal process." 
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SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon approval by 
the Governor. 
Propo:;cd EocHfication in Prison Industries Article 
to AlloH Sales of Priscn--H'lcle Coeds on the Open Harket 
.·. _·,._,..t~ ,·· .... ",..; ~- .... ,.,~ •. . - -I I • .. " - .. --r r • r .-
In .add i_tion to sales auth~):rizcd by §2l:-3-330, the Dcpartr:1ent of Corrections may 
s2ll or of~er for sale on the open Dnrket agricultural products; item~ produced 
ir. t:l•c~ Phob)ycraft prog-,:a:;;,;" products ~,old to LlOn-profit corporations incorpora-
ted undc:J.' the r~rovi.si.on.s of A.rticle 1, Chapter 31~ Title 33, or to orsanizatiOllS 
cpcr.::tin~; in th:i.s state \·lhich have ber:.!n granted an exemption under §SOl (c) of the 
Internal Re;.3nue Code of 195LI; road and street designation signs sold to private 
developers; produ:.:.ts or articles made· in adult '.-70rk activity centers established 
by th~ Deparcment of Corrections; Rll other articles or products produced by 
the: J)Lpart~::::nt o£ Correctio:J.s provi.ded, hmvc=ver, that those 2rticles :1nd. p::·oduc ts 
are ~old and distributed t~rough wholesalers anJ jobbers within this state. Pro-
ceeds of _the sale of these products, when produced by an instrumentality under 
ti1B control of th~ State ibnrd of Co-;.:-rec:tions, shall be npplied as provided in 
0 21·- 3--1; 0. 
An:~admc!nt to 824-3-!110 
.. ._ _ _.._. ------ ---......... --.~.J.. .. ------·--
HExcept as authori:::cd by ::J'Zf: ..... 3-3,0 and B __ -__ -__ , it shall be unla~vful to 
S(~ll m: of:f,;·r icr sale on th.:;: open mm:ket of this state any articles or products 
LJ;:nnf.:;ctu.ccd or prnduced -;,:holly or in part by convicts or prisoners in this or 
any other statC:c ex,.:er,t corcvicts or pri:3oners on parole or probation. 
Ar·:-; person viol11~ir.(j t:hc provisi.nns of this sect·l.on shall be guilty· of a nis-
de.n::..:=:no!.· ;;:·d upon conv.i..ctiori .shall be: punit~hect by a fine of not less tban t'\·.'O 
h;.mdred. dolla;:s nor 1,10re t:Lan five thousand dollars, or by i..rnprisonr;1ent in jail 
. fo-..- i1(;'..: less th: .. n1 tliree TI;•.:mths or 1L!ore than one year, or by. such fine and 
in;prisonrnent. E2,ch such ·sale or offer for sale shall const:i,tute a se-pr::.·rate 
of.!:cnse of this section." 
·-. 
: 
I 
Introduced by ~iEDIC:\L, :~nLIT."'.RY, PL'Dl..IC AND 
:MUl\ICIL\I .. AFFAIRS CO).DliTTEE 
Printer's No. 95-H. Read the first time February 18, 1981. 
/\ r~ li [. ., -·~ ,, ft ~· t 
rJ r ·' ij j~·\ ~ ~ II " t:..W. j,Z,,. 
£-i."o Arm:r:d Section 24-13-230, as Am.~:-,ded, Code of. I..a•vs of Sonth 
0-!r•)lin~ ... 1976, Rel~:1.ting to tlt~ Reduction of Sente:-1cc.s of Ir~n~~tes 
~r~ the Custody of the State Board oi Corrccticm for Produ::~iYe 
Duty Assignm:::1U, so as to Pro\·ide for Scntcn:e Reductions 
~f0r 'J~hos~ JnT?.tes EnroD~d ~~P~ }>?!'"t~~Ip:'.t~T"~ ~~ A~:d~m~c ?.r:d 
~v c~ti\..~ual , Training . 
.:B.: it cn:;.cicd by the General Ass.::rnb!y of the Sutc of So:1th C.a.ro:ina: 
·s:::r:rrox 1. S;.::cti0:1 2·+-12--230 o£. the 1976 Code as bst <trnended 
[;y .t.ct 495 d 1978 i:; furtl:er <:mended to read: 
"'S~c~ioa 24-13-230. The Co:m.iissioner of ilL~ De1;2.rtm~nt of 
C~JIT(:c:tions m~'Y allow ~:1y pr!soner in the custody o£ the dl:partmen::, 
\;·k.- is <l.ssigiled to a p::-oduc:th·e duty assibTimcnt or •c;ubrly cnrolkd 
:::;;..mu ac:tiYely participating in an academic or Yccational training pro-
v~il, a reduction frcrrl the term of his sentence or zero to one day 
for every two days so employed; J'ro;ridcd, howew:r, no in:11~te suffe•-
-.inr; the pe3nlty of life imprisonment sZ1all be cntitkd to credits nnder 
t!lli F·o-..-i:;ion. A r:.1a:xim...:m annua1 credit shall h~ li:r,ited to one 
hui1drcd <:ighty days. The ~,mou::1t oi credit t::> b:! ear-:1ed for c:tch duty 
:-dassification sh<dl be dc~ermined by i.!.e Cornmission~r 2.nd pnl.Jlished 
(,y l1im in a conspicuous pbc•.! a\·ail;-,l;lc to inmates ;;.~ each ccrrectiorul 
in$titution. Ko credits earned uadcr this section ~h;:;ll Lc appliccl in a 
. -~~..anner which will prc\·ent full p:trticipatic:-t in the department's 
1?rt.:-rdc3.se procram." 
-Sl':C'rzo!i 2.. This 
· G')vcmcr. 
A BILL 
TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 65, TITLE 59, AS ~~ED, CODE 
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMPULSORY 
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, SO AS TO REVISE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS MUST PROVIDE AN IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION PROGRk~, TO 
PROVIDE THAT A TRU~~~l SCREENING COMMITTEE SHALL BE 
APPOINTED FOR EVERY PUBLIC SCHOOL, TO PROVIDE THE DUTIES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE TRU~~CY SCREENING COMMITTEE, 
TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR REVIEW OF CERTAIN TRUfu~CY 
CASES BY THE FAMILY COURT AND FOR THE REPRES:&'ITATION BY 
AND PAYMENT OF LEGAL COUNSEL IN SUCH CASES, ~~ TO PROVIDE 
THAT CERTAIN PERSONS VIOLATING THE PROVISIONS OF F~MILY 
COURT ORDERS PERTAINING TO THESE PROCEEDINGS MAY BE 
PUNISHED FOR CONT~~~T. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 
South Carolina: 
SECTION 1. Article 1, Chapter 65, Title 59 of the 1976 
Code is amended to read: 
ARTICLE 1 
COMPULSORY ATTEND~~CE 
Section 59-65-10. This article is kno~.vn and mav be ci tee 
as the 'South Carolina Compulsory Scheel Attendance Law of 
1983 I • 
$~¢iio~ $9+~$+lQI Section 59-65-20. (A) All parents 
it .!.. guardians.!.. or -oerscns in this State havinc custody 
of a child shall cause their children or wards who are in 
the age group of six to sixteen years, inclusive, to 
2 
regularly attend a public or private school or 
kindergarten of this State which has been approved by the 
State Board of Education or a member school of the South 
Carolina Independent Schools' Association or some similar 
organization, or a parochial or denominational school, or 
other programs which have been approved by the State Board 
of Education. 
The provisions of this section shall not be deemed to 
modify or be in conflict with Section 59-63-20. 
(B) School districts shall attempt to contact parents 
or guardians of children who will reach six idifiif 
~~~~~if prior to November first in the applicable 
school year and who are not enrolled in public or private 
schools to encourage them to enroll their eligible 
children at the beginning of the school year and make 
substantial efforts to publicize the availability of 
public kindergarten. 
(C) Each school district ~dVVmust nrovide 
-- ~ 
transportation to and from public school for all pupils 
enrolled in public kindergarten classes who request such 
transportation. Regulations of the State Board of 
Education governing the operation of school buses shall 
apply. 
(D) All school districts should consider the develop-
ment of an in school suspension program that is available 
3 
to all children within the district. 
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;f./1/lfofJ. #1- foP/rfo /tl¥ift ;f/l;fl/i fJ./J/J-/J-#/3 /J/r Pi= fi!n!;?Jcft/3/Jfli¥J. JlP!c 
fnP/rfo /tJl/¥1 1-N-/rlli fJ.MJ3f, fo#Jl fJ.MI J3 #/3/;f.tti= f3N¥1fl 
J;pjyS#~ fa #19#1¥1= p;f.jifofl/3fo f9JcpjvfJ.-IJ.fojJ. #.fo f::t6/ufrjc Jrfa/i 
M M:/3 /W¥:/cJ=Ic/ll:ll 13/JAPfo;hfJ. Nlfo ~#fa I* NW~ 
#fo/J#/ci=IJ. /If /tl:ye J;;rrpjvjij3/l/Jilj.3 #- }:Nl/3 falr/rfll:iJI=/. 
Section 59-65-30. The provisions of this article shall 
not apply to: 
(a) Any child who has been graduated from high school 
or has received the equivalent of a high school education 
from a school approved by the State Board of Education, or 
member school of South Carolina Independent Schools' 
Association, or a private school in existence at the time 
of the passage of this article; 
(b) Any child who obtains a certificate from a 
p s ychol og is t /c/e/r:NWVe/1 J/y ft:lrle ~ ~efrlt Jc/f. 
~~licensed by the State Board of Psychology 
Examiners or from a licensed physician stating that he is 
unable to attend school because of a physical or mental 
disability; provided there are not suitable special classes 
available for such child in the school district where he 
resides; 
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(c) Any child who has completeq the eighth grade and 
who is determined by the court to be legally and gainfully 
employed whose employment is further determined by such 
court to be necessary for the maintenance of his home; 
<d> ~t ¢~~l~ w~o/ ~~ t~~ t~~~ ~~~s ~;~~¢!~ ~~¢o~~s 
l~~/ ~~ t~~ t~~t~ 91 ~g~ 9t 9l~~t ~~ ¥~$ ~~~~ 9~t 91 
~¢¥99! tot t¥t~~ t~~ts ot mot~/ ~tov~~~~ t¥~t~ ~t~ ~o 
s~~¢~~l ¢l~ss~s ~~ tu~ s¢¥9~l ~~stt~¢~ tot ~u~ ¢~~l~ to 
~i~~~~~ 
Any child who is the biological parent of a child and 
is unable to arrange a reasonable alternative for the care 
and sunervision of the child while attending school; 
<e> ~t ¢Utl~ ~~~ !s m~ttt~~ ¢t ¥~s ~~~~ m~tt~ol ~~t 
~~~tti.~o ¢~il~ w~¢ is ~t$~~~i ¢t ~~t ¢~il~ w~¢ ~~s ~~o 
~ ¢tiil~ ¢~~$f~~ ¢1 1~~I¢¢~/ 
Any child who is fifteen years of age may recruest to 
withdraw from attendance at school, with the anproval ·of 
the Family Court and the consent of the parent, cuardian 
or nerson havi~q custody of the ch!ld. In qranting such 
annroval, the Court must find that the child is 
emancipated to the degree that the child is reasonably 
self-sufficient, and that further attendance at school 
would be of minimal benefit to the child's career or 
occunation. 
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t~~ts ~~~ w~¢s~ ~~t~~~t ~tt~~~~¢~.i~ s¢~¢¢11 v¢¢~ti~~~J 
s¢~~~1 ~t ~v~~l~l~ sp~¢i~I ¢l~ss~s is ~~~etmi~~4 ~t ~ 
¢~~t~ ~f ¢~m,~t~~~ j~ti$4i¢~i¢~ t~ ~e ~i$t~ptiv~ to t~e 
~41A.¢~ti~rA~r ptogi~ ¢1. tliie <J¢J;i~QI/ 1J.r).p:to~\A¢~ive ~t 
1\A.tt~et le~t~i~ql ¢t ~¢t i~ t~e ~est i~t~t~st ¢1 tliie 
¢J;iiJ~/ ~'44 w~~ is ~~r.~~tii~~ ~t $~¢~ ¢¢lttt t~ e~t~t 
i~t¢ sltit~~le g~i~1~I empl~tme~t 1J.r).~et tu~ $~'etvis~~ ¢1 
t~e ¢¢~tt ~til ~qe seve~te~rA is ~r.t~i~e~t ~tovi~e4/ 
u~wevet/ t~~t pti~t t¢ ~ei~g ~~~m,~e~ ft¢m t~e 
pt~visi¢~$ Qf tf.liiis ~tti¢1~1 tliie ¢o~tt m~t fitsr. te~ite 
t~~t tJ;i~ ¢~il~ ¢¢~¢~t~e4 ~e e~~i~e~ Ptitsi¢~llt ~~~ 
teste4 me~t~llt tf.o ~ssist r.ue ¢~1A.t~ to ~et~tmi~e 
wJ;i~tl;iet ~t ~ot g~i~f~J ~mplotm~~t wo~!~ ~e m~t~ s\Ait~~I~ 
1ot 1-u~ ¢tiii~ tf.ti~~ ¢o~ti~~ed ~tte~d~~¢e i~ scti¢¢!1 s~c~ 
~~~i~~tio~ ~~d t$sti~g sti~Il be ¢o~du¢ted ~t tti~ 
~~P~ttme~t of 1o~tti setvi¢~s ot ~1 ~~1 lo¢~l ~ge~¢1 
wUi¢ti tue ¢o~tt detetmi~es t~ ~~ ~''~opti~tet ptovi~ed/ 
~~tttietl t~~t tti$ ¢olttt sti~IJ te1o~e tti~ e~em~tio~ 
tietei~ 'tovid$d ~~o~ ~ fi~di~~ tijit ttie ¢tiii~ ~~ils to 
¢¢~1-i~~e i~ tiis emplotme~t ~~tf.il te~¢~i~g ttie ~g~ of 
sev~~tee'4 1e~:tsl 
Section 59-65-40. Instruction during the school term at a 
place other than a school may be substituted for school 
attendance; provided, such instruction is approved by the 
State Board of Education as substantially equivalent to 
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instruction given to children of like ages in the public 
or private school where such children reside. 
Section 59-65-50. ii i~~ ~¢~19 ¢1 il~¢1~~¢ ¢1 ~ ~¢~¢¢1 
91~~11¢~ ¢1 tt~ 9~~1~~~~ t¢ ~~~~1~ 1¢ ¢~~~f¢ t¥¢ ~¢~¢¢1 
~~~~~g¥~¢~ ¢1 ~ ¢¥119 t~ 1~~ ~~~ ~1¢~¢ ¢~¢¢ftf¢~ J~ 
$~¢~1¢~ ~~~¢~11~/ t¥~ ¢¢~19 ¢1 ft¢ ~¥¢fg0¢¢ ¢~~XX t¢¢¢tt 
~~¢~ ¢¢~~~t¢~~¥¢¢¥ f0 ¥11tf0~ t¢ t~¢ i~1¢¢fl¢ ¢¢~tt ¢1 
~~¢~ ¢i~¢1 ¢¢¥1~ f¢ i~¢ ¢¢¥~iY/¥¢ ¢¥i ¥~Y¢.i~tf¢~f¢tf¢¢ 
¢1/l~i~~1t~~ ¢~t ~~¢1~¢fy~ ¢1 ~~~~~11¥'1-¢1¢ ¢¢~its 
~¢~1ti~¢~~~910i t~~ ~t¢if~f¢~¢ ¢f ¢¢¢~f¢¢ 77777%~71 
w114t9¢9 tv.~t. v{¢ ¢{!¢ ~f.¢~rJt. 1¥¢ ¢¢lt~ ¢1 '1-t~¢'1-¢¢¢ ¢t 
iii ¢¢iti~¢¢ i~~tt ~~i¢ t.V.~ ~~t~¢1ti1 i¢ ~~~ttt~t¢ t~¢ 
w1¢¢~~9t~~i ~i1it~J 
Every public school in the State licensed by the 
South Carolina Department of Education for the purpose 
of educating children must establish procedures for truancy 
screening which orocedures shall be subject to the provi-
sions of this article. These procedures shall include the 
appointment of a truancy screening committee selected by the 
prindipal based upon their exoertise and willingness to 
serve. Existing committees, subcommittees or grouos can be 
utilized to perform the functions of the truancy screening 
committee. The committee may utilize the expertise of any 
other state agency or resource group including the Department of 
Youth Services, Department of Social Services, Deoartment of 
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Mental Health, Deoartment of Menta~ Retardation, or the 
Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse in order to comply 
with the purposes of this article. Such aqencies shall 
cooperate to the fullest extent oossible. At the recruest 
of any agency, an agency reoresentative shall be included 
on the committee b~t on a case by case basis only. 
Section 59-65-60. f~J ~'¢~ i~~~ip~ ¢f $~¢~ t~~ottl ~~$ 
¢¢~t~ m~t tot~~wi~~ ot¢~t ~~~ ~'~~~t~~¢~ ~~tot~ s~¢~ 
¢¢~t~ ¢f ~~~ t~$~¢~$i~l~ ;~t~~~ ¢t ~~t¢i~~ ~~¢ i1 l~ 
¢~~~$ ~~¢~ss~tt/ ~~~ mi~ot i~volv~~~ tot s~¢~ ~¢~io~ ~s 
~~~ ¢¢~t~ m~t ¢~~m ~~¢~$s~tt ~¢ ¢~ttt ¢~~ ~~~ ~tovisio¢s 
¢1 ~~l$ ~t~i¢l~l 
q~J t~~ ¢o~t~ m~tl ~!~~t ~~~ti~g ~P¢¢ ~e~ ¢~ts ~o~i¢e/ 
ot~$t su¢ti ~ate~t ~t g~atdl~~ ~o te~ite s~¢~ ¢~i!~ to 
~tte~¢ s¢~ool ~~~ ~P¢¢ f~i!~ie ¢1 s~¢~ p~te~t ~o ¢o~plt 
wi~~ s~¢~ ot¢et m~t p~is~ s~¢~ p~te~t ot g~~i¢i~~ ~s ~t 
¢¢~~emp~/ ptovlde~/ ~~~~ p~is~e~~ tot s~¢~ ¢¢~temp~ 
c~~~ot e~¢e$d 1l1t1 doll~is ot t~lttt ~ats imptisonetit 
foi e~¢ti offetise/ 
t~e pt¢¢ed~ie tietei~ piovided s~~II ~e ~I~et~~tive to 
t~e 'e~~lties ~tovided i~ se¢~i¢~ S9+~s+~~~ 
(a) The truancy screenina committee shall mee~ 
periodically to review cases of children who fail to 
attend school. 
(b) Cases of such children shall be referred to the 
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truancy screening committee by the county or district 
attendance supervisor, or school principal, together with 
such information regarding the child and the child's family 
as may be required by the truancy screening committee. However, 
in any case after three consecutive or five accumulated unexcused 
absences have occured, the referral must be sent to the truancy 
screening committee. 
(c) Upon referral, the truancy screening committee shall 
schedule a conference or conferences with the parent, guardia~, 
or person having custody of the child, and the child, at a time 
and place reasonably convenient for all persons involved. The 
school shall make every reasonable effort to notify the parents 
and child of the time and place of the conference. In the event 
that the parents and child do not attend following timely 
notice of the conference, the conference shall be held and a plan 
developed in their absence. However, in no case shall the 
conference be held later than five school days after the referral 
is received. The purpose of the conference is to develop a 
simole, brief, straight forward plan for reducing school 
absences by analyzing the causes of the child's absences, and 
to identify the necessary steps to eliminate or reduce the 
child's absences. These steps may include where appropriate 
adjusting the child's school program, school, or course 
assignment, or assisting the parent or student to obtain 
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supplementary services that might eliminate or ameliorate 
the causes of the absences from school. The plan shall be 
reduced to writing at the conference and sianed by all 
participants, and must include anv dissentincr views of the 
conference participants. A copy shall be furnished the 
parent and child. 
(d) The obliqation conferred by Section 59-65-20 to 
attend school shall continue concurrent with any 
deliberations of the individuals under this section. 
Section 59-65-70. 11 ~~~ ¢¢~t~ ~~~~t~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ 
t~~ot~~~ ~~~e~¢e o¢¢~tte~ w~~~o~~ ~~e ~~owl~~ge/ 
¢¢~~e~~ ot ¢o~lv~~¢~ ot ~~e te~~o~~i~le ~~te~t ot 
~~t~l~~ ot t~~~ ~ ~o~~ 1i~e attem~~ ~~$ ~ee~ ~~~~ ~¢ 
¢o~~t¢l a~~ ~ee? ~~e ¢ail~ ~~ sc~ool/ ~tie ¢outt m~t 
~e¢late s~d~ ¢~ilct to ~~ a ~~li~~e~; ~~o $~m]e¢t to ~u~ 
~tov~$io~$ oi 1~w i~ s~¢~ ¢~$e$/ 
(a) If action taken by the truancv screening co~mittee 
pursuant to Section 59-65-60 is not successful in 
substantiallv reducing the student's absences from school, 
the school district shall refer the case to the De~artment 
of Youth Services for intake as defined in Section 
20-7-3220. 
(b) The referral must contain a stateme~t of the dates 
and number of davs missed, the date the school officials 
were first made aware of the nonattendance, and the date 
10 
' of the first official res~onse or inauiry. The referral 
must also contain a statement that the truancy screening 
committee develoned and implemented a plan which was 
ineffective in reducing the child's absences. A cony of 
. the ~lan shall be attached to the petition. 
(c) Upon filing of the Petition, where the evidence 
indicates to the court or the parties that the child has 
been neglected, the. court may internlead the Denartment of 
Social Services as a partY to the proceeding. 
section 59-65-80. ~¢~~~¢g ~~;~~~ $~~ll ~~ ¢¢~$~t~~~ ~s 
gt~~~~~g ~~~~¢t~tt ~¢ t~~~te e~t¢ll$e~~ ¢; ~~t~~~~¢e 
¢1 ~ ¢~~l~ ~~¢ ~~s ~ee~ ¢t m~t ~e ~tPelle~ ¢t s~spe~~e~ 
~t ~~~-~¢~i~ ¢1 ~t~$~$~$ ¢1 ~~$ ~~$~i~¢~ ¢; ~~t ¢~~$; 
Notwithstandina the provisions of Section 59-65-70, 
any parent, quardian, or nerson having custody of a child, 
or any child, who is aggrieved by a decision of the 
truancv sc~eenina co~mittee mav ~etition the farnil7 court 
for revie~.~· u..~der the terms of Section 59-65-90. ?or:ns for 
such review shall be Provided bv the school after the 
aggrieved nerson is aiven notice by the co~mittee of the 
richt of petition the court. 
Section 59-65-90. (a) In order to establish crounds for 
court intervention Pursuant to this section, the school 
district must establish by clear and convincinc evidence 
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that: 
(1) The child has failed to attend school without 
legal cause or excuse; 
(2) The truancy screening committee has met or 
made every effort to meet the parent and child, and 
devised a plan designed to reduce or eliminate absences 
pursuant to Section 59-65-60; 
(3) The school has taken steps to implement the 
plan and arrange services consistent with the olan to 
reduce or eliminate absences; 
(4) The Plan has not been successful in reducing 
or eliminating the absences of the child. 
(b) Where the school establishes that crrounds for 
intervention ex!st, and in the absence of an exce~tion to 
attendance under Section 59-65-30, the court may order the 
parents, the child, and school officials to cooperate in a 
remedial-plan designed to ensure the child's attendance at 
school. The ~lan shall take into account the educational 
or other needs of the child bearing on the child's 
education, and the responsibilities of the parent, child, 
and school district in meeting those needs. In arriving 
at such a nlan, the court mav co~sider the reco~mendations 
of the truancv screeninc co~~ittee, and alternative . 
reco~~endations of other oarties, includina the oarent and 
child. The court mav also recruire additional testina 
12 
through the school system or other'aPPronriate agency to 
determine the child's educational or other needs. 
(c) Where it is determined that the child will not 
attend school without beinq removed from home, whether at 
the initial proceeding or at a subseouent Proceeding after 
I 
attemnts at comPliance with the plan have failed, the 
court may refer Placement of the child to a foster home, 
group home, or educational non-secure facility dePendinq 
on the child's age, maturity and educational needs. 
Placement may be in a privately or Publicly operated 
facility; however the court may co~mit the child to the 
DePartment of Youth Services for a residential evaluation 
not to exceed forty-five days as orovided in Section 
20-7-3450. Nhere removal is souc:,t bv any party, 
includina the child, as a means to ensure school 
attendance, removal mav take Place only after a petition 
has been filed oursuant to Section 20-7-736. 
(d) The court may schedule reviews of Progress of the 
carties in comcliance with the olan. However, where the 
child has been removed from home, the court on motion of 
the aaencv having custody must review the nlacement of the 
child at least every six months to determine whether the 
child should be returned home or emancipated. 
Section 59-65-100. (a) Any parent, auardian, or cerson 
having custodv of a child who fails to comely with the 
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terms of a court order under Section 59-65-90 may be 
punished by the court for contempt. However, it is a 
defense under this section to show that the individual 
exercised reasonable dilicrence i~ attempting to cause the 
child to attend school, or that the school did not nerform 
its duties under the nrevious order of the court. 
(b) ~~y school or other official who fails to comnly 
with the terms of a court order under Section 59-65-80 may 
be punished by the court for contemnt. 
Section 59-65-110. (a) Any child who is the subject of 
family court nroceedings under this article shall have 
counsel annointed for him, who in no case is that of the 
narent or other interested party. Where the narent or 
other ~erson resnonsible for the child is not indicent, 
the court mav assess attornev's fees for the child's 
counsel. 
(b) A narent, quardian, or oerson having custody of 
the child T.oJho is a nartv to f ami l v court oroceedin::::-s under 
this article shall have a riaht to re~ain counsel for 
reoresentation in such proceedincrs. However, where the 
narent, auardian, or person havincr custodv of the child 
faces contemnt nroceedinas under Section 59-65-100, the 
individual shall have a ricrht to anoointed counsel when 
the individual is found by the court to be indigent. 
S~¢~~0Q $9f~$f9~/ Section 59-65-120. The State Board 
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of Education shall establish rules·and regulations 
defining lawful and unlawful absences beyond tho se 
specifically named in this article and such additional 
regulations as are necessary for the orderly enrollment of 
pupils so as to provide for uniform dates of entrance." 
SECTION 2. This act shall take effect up?n approval by 
the Governor. 
Drafted By: 
The Governor's Office of HighHay Safety 
Division of Public Safety Programs 
Date 1-24-83 
A BILL 
TO ANEND CHAPTER 5, SECTION 56-5-3510, CODE OF LAHS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, 
RELATHlG TO BICYCLES HITH HELPER }lOTORS (~IOPEDS), SO AS TO INCR.E...A..SE TilE 
AGE OF OPERATIO::i OF BICYCLES HITH HELPER HOTORS (~IOPEDS) FRO~l A NINDMI 
OF TI.JELVE YEARS OF AGE TO A HI.ND·1lTI·1 OF FIFTEEN YF-1\RS OF AGE. , 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina: 
SECTION 1. Section 56-5-3510 is amended to read: 
"Section 56-5-3510. The definition of a bicycle as defined in item (2) 
of 56-19-10 and 56-5-160 of the 1976 Code shall include pedal bicycles 
\-lith helper motors rated less thail one brake horsepower which produce 
only ordinary pedaling speeds up to a maximum of tuenty miles per hour and 
shall not be operated on high~vays or public roads of this State by anyone 
less than twiN¢ fifteen years of age. This section and the penalty 
provided herein shall not apply to any bicycle which does not have a helper 
motor. 
_<\ny person who violates the provisions of this section shall be guilty 
. of a misd.emeanor and, upon conviction, shall be fined in an amount not to 
exceed twenty-five dollars. 
All sellers of pedal bicycles of one hor.sepower or more shall post in a 
conspicuous place the provisions of this section. 
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c .. ::..RCL!~,r~., 1976, 3Y ;._nn:~:G ;_~:'ICI..E 47 SO ;..s TO ?-.EQU:?3 
CHILDEN 'C~TDE?. FOu"?- y:::;...._~s OF .:..GE TO BE SECL?~D s·£ CE~'I'.~.IN 
CHILD ?:::ST?-;!~·IT SYSTE:·!S ~~;2=:~ EEI~IG T~\rS?ORT~D Il1 ~·10TO~ 
VEHICLES I TO P?..OV!D.S EXCE?TIONS I _:.._1"1) TO PROVIDE PE}TALTIES 
Be i~ enac~ed· by the Ge~e~al risser.bly of the State of 
SEC'l'IC:.J l. G..1.apter 5 o: ':'itle 56 .of .... ho \..••- 1976 Code 
amended by addi!'lg: 
";..RT!CLE 4 '? 
Sectio~ 56-5-6410. Eve~y d=iver of a motor vehicle 
(passenger car, pickup ~ruck, van or recreational vehicle) 
registe~ed in this State or primarily·operated on t~e 
high~ays a~d streets of this State when transporting a 
child under four years of age mus~ provide an appropriate 
C .. .....,l. _, li ":)as~e.T"'.._-:-.o . r_ --.. o .. st-ra,_· • .,..,.t s~~s~e~ c.~r-d must sec,,.,...e .... , ......... .o c~.; 1d 
.... - .. - '= - :t - "' •• ._._ - ·- ··--
as fc llc· .. ;s: 
( 1) ~:..y c:.ilC. less -~-::.,., ......... -... or..e yea~ of aqe be 
~ra~o_.,..._,_.~~ S~C!:~.o~ -... :,.n. o.~ C.~ ..... ·,..~..c.· .,..._est-r_~ .... ~-T"' •. t" sys~e~ ·~~C...., -e.o-s 
1.1 w1 Y - -- .. - - - - \,. ·" N • .._.._ •• .-. .. • 
- - . -
the standards prescribed by the ,,.~ .... ~·ana' ··;c:.....,···av 4-'10.\...- .. ~ r1- .,••1¥ .. ':'ra:fic 
S -eQ.- .... .. - ..... ~-; .._..,.._ .. ~ o.- ..... Y .-.c.: ...... s .... _a-...cn. 
;..ny child unde~ age •..;her: 
.. .' 
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transported in the front seat must be properly secured in 
' 
a child restraint system meeting standards prescribed by 
the National Highway Traffic Safety A~~inistration. 
(3) ~~y child 04e year through three years of age 
when transported in a rear seat must be properly secured 
in a child restraint system which ~eets the standards 
prescribed by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration unless the child is secured by a safety 
belt provided in the motor vehicle. 
Any child restraint system of a type sufficient to 
meet the physical standards prescribed by the National 
Highway T-raffic Safety Adininistration at the time of its 
manufacture is sufficient to meet the requirements of this 
article. 
Section 56-5-6420. If all the sea~~ng positions with 
restraint devices are occupied by . . l ...:1 crn_ ..... ren ase three and 
under, a child may be transported and the driver of the 
motor vehicle shall not be in violation of the provisions 
o= this article, but priority must be given to children 
age three and under, according to their ages. 
Section 56-5-6430. The provisions of this article do not 
apply if a child being transported is being fed, has a 
physical impairment, a medical problem or any distress 
which makes it imp;actical to use a child restraint 
system. Alternate restraint protection, such as the 
.. ._.,. ; .... --.; .. 
• • •• ••• • ••• • •• • •• ••  • •• •• • •• • • • • •• • • • •• 
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• • • • • • • 3 • • • • • ~ • 
.... o ., .. q o; ., .... 
vehicle safety be~~' must be utili4ed if possible. 
Section 56-5-6440. The provisions of this article do not 
apply, to: 
( 1 ) T a:-: i d:: i v e r s . 
(2) Driv~::s of emergency vehicles when operating ~..., 
-·· 
an eme::gency situation. 
(3) Church and school bus drivers. 
(4) Public transportation ope::ators. 
(5) Co~~e::c~al vehicles. 
Section 56-5-6450. No person shall be s~jected to' a 
custodial arrest for violation of the provisions of this 
article. A..'1y person '.tiolating the provisions of ..... ....n1s 
article s~all upon conviction be fined no~ more than 
t-•·•eT"' ... -:~-:~ ·~e 
'-"" ••"-.1 --v 
... .. ., -
co~.l.c.rs. The COtlrt shall ' . .;a i ve any fine 
against~ny person wh6, before, or upon t~e appearance 
date on the sur.~ons, supplies the court with evidence of 
ac ,....,,l· s~ ... ~ on .,... .. r ... l-,--e or re.,.;, ... a, o ...... "'"":!._., -~- • I ~1.....1. \w •• C..~ ••"- - a child restraint 
of t~is a=~:.cle. 
Section 56-5-6460. A violation of this article shall 
constitute negligence, per se, contributory negligence nor 
be acrnissible as evidence i:1 a:1v trial of anv civil action. 
.. . .. 
Sectio~ 56-5-6470. J\.:.:19 3 0 1 1984, any pe!:son 
violating the pro7isions of Ar~icle 47 of Chapter 5 of 
issued a s~~or.s, to 
. .. 
'. \ 
•. 
' 
any time be placed under arrest or taken into custody for 
such a violation, other than upon a warrant issued for 
failure to appear in court in accordance with the s~~mons 
or upon failure to pay a fine duly imposed by a court upon 
conviction." 
. 
SSCTUIB 2, Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 
56-5-6450 of the 1976 Code, until July 1, 1984, any person 
violating the provisions of Article 47 of Chapter 5 of 
Title 56 of the Code shall be, when apprehended, issued a 
warning ticket only. 
SECTION 3. This act shall take effect July l, 1983. 
) 
·~ 
